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AUSTIN SEVEN BODY TYPES
TOURERS
XL 1,2,3
Prototypes
May 1922
A
Cars A1-100 based on prototype; 696cc engine; no running boards 1st Nov 1922 to mid Nov 1922
B
‘Chummy’; aluminum body; 747cc engine; scooped scuttle
Mid Nov 1922 to June 1924
C
‘Chummy’; sloping doors and vertical screen
June 1924 to early 1926
D also AD Scuttle headlights; 4-seater, wing headlights
Early 1926 to September 1929
AE
Four seater, two inches wider than AD
September 1929 to mid 1930
AF
Steel bodied, four seater, coupled brakes; 6” scuttle, 271/2” bonnet
Sept 1930 to early 1931
AG
SWB; Open four seater; 8” scuttle, 251/2” bonnet
Jan 1931 to mid 1932
AH
Pressed steel body, LWB four seater, rear tank from Sept 1932
Mid 1932 to mid 1934
AAK
Open Road Tourer; cowled radiator; high frame, open spare wheel
Aug 1934 to Aug 1936
AC
Pearl Cabriolet, exposed hood irons; low frame
August 1934
AAL
Open Road Tourer, covered spare wheel (chrome rad until July ’35 then cowled) July 1935? to Jan 1939
ACA
New Pearl; internal hood irons, larger rear windows, low frame
cSept 1936? to January 1937
TWO SEATERS
P
Boat tail version
1929
PA/PB
Boat tail version; long scuttle PB-short scuttle 271/2” bonnet
1930
PC
Boat tail version; short scuttle 251/2” bonnet
1932
PD
Rear petrol tank; variant for military use; boat tail dropped; LWB
October 1932 to 1934
APD
High frame Opal
July 1934
APE
Low frame; chrome radiator (cowled radiator Aug 1935)
cJuly 1935? to August 1935
PF/PL
Fabric on metal; 8” scuttle plus PL-fabric body
November 1930 (PL) January 1931 (PF)
SALOONS
R
RF
RK
RL
RG
RH
RM
RN
RP
ARQ
ARR
CRV
CRW

Aluminum; rectangular doors, rear hinged
February 1926 to 1928
Fabric saloon, magneto ignition; 3 different body shapes (at least)
1926 to mid 1930
Four seater aluminum saloon; cutaway doors; coil ignition
September 1928 to mid 1930
Steel saloon; 6” scuttle; 271/2” bonnet
May 1930 to early 1931
Fabric version of RL saloon
May 1930 to early 1931
Fabric bodied, 1st car B-3 1375; 251/2” bonnet
January 1931 to Mid 1931
Coupled brakes; 8” scuttle; 251/2” bonnet
January 1931 to February 1932
Long wheel-based ‘Box’; 3-speed; front tank
October 1931 to October 1932
Long wheel-based ‘Box’; 4-speed; rear tank
October 1932 to mid 1934
Ruby (cowled radiator), low frame, no bumpers
August 1934 to August 1936
New Ruby; strengthened front door pillars
August 1936 to Jan 1939
Big Seven; 4 doors, 6 side windows (Sixlite) 900cc engine
July 1937
Big Seven, 2 doors, 4 side windows (Forlite)
March 1938

SPORTS (Sports, first made in 1924 but with no identifying initials, then Super Sports Nov 1927)
EA
Sports/Super Sports 2 seater ‘Ulster’
February 1930 to 1931?
EB
65 Sports; aluminium body
June 1933 to June 1934
EK
75 Sports; ‘Speedy’ drooping tail; split windscreen
January 1934 to July 1935
AEB
Nippy; steel bodied version of the 65
June 1934 to Febraury 1937
AEK
Grasshopper developed from the Speedy for the Works racing team
July 1935
VANS - B, C, AD and AE vans were bodied by Startin and some later ones by Gordon England
VD
Bodied by Austin, short wheelbase
cSept 1930 to early 1931
VE
Bodied by Austin, short wheelbase
January 1931 to cSeptember 1931
AVG
5 cwt, capacity increased to 48 cu. ft, LWB, adapted from RN body
November 1931 to 1932
AVH
LWB, high frame, 4-speed, passenger seat optional
September 1932 to 1935
AVJ
LWB, Girling brakes, flatter roof line
1935 to 1937
AVK
LWB, low frame, 55 cu ft capacity, based on New Ruby ARR, 3-bearing
July 1937 to 1939
COUPÉS
B and BA Aluminium body with fabric above waistline

October 1928 to March 1931

Identifying Austin Sevens
from their FACTORY INITIALS
by Graham Baldock
Since 2015 when this booklet was first published in printed form, more information
has come to light mainly concerning production dates. Where it is not certain, dates
are followed by a ‘?’ mark: as new information comes to light we will update the
website accordingly. A number of photographs have also been replaced as the
original booklet in some cases had a wrong picture inserted. I hope you like the
information here and that it proves useful, especially when challenged at rallies!

T

hroughout the manufacture of the Austin Seven, identifying initials were used by
the factory when labeling upgrades and body styles in their production. The
booklet is intended to show the main differences between the models and is as
comprehensive as space allows. As saloons and other bodies progressed after the
early tourers, a simple alphabetical prefix was added. Tourers began with an A,
Coupés with B, Sports with E, 2-seaters were P, and Saloons were R; there were at
least 50 derivatives. This lettering system was altered in the summer of 1934 when
all new cars and commercials were given three letter designated factory initials
starting with an ‘A’ prefix. (Apart from the Big Sevens which had a ‘C’ prefix).
Much of the Factory production was, mainly at the beginning and end of upgrades,
based on the ‘haphazard’ method, with some cars leaving the factory with parts
designated for later cars and some later cars using parts left over from the earlier
ones. The ‘RN’ saloon was a classic example. Towards the end of its eleven months’
production run, parts were running short but the rear tank and 4-speed gearboxes
for the ‘RP’ had already arrived so some of these parts were utilized for the final run
on the floor pans already stamped ‘RN’. Dates shown therefore are in most
cases approximate because of this overlapping in production. I am
indebted to Dave Martin for scouring through the original
Longbridge production cards and coming up with often very
surprising results, leading to much re-writing of the
accepted status quo and in one case disproving the
actual existence of a body which was well-documented
for the past 70 years.
Photographs of the models illustrated are typical of the year and
model numbers shown.

XL 1,2,3
Prototypes
XL3 is the only survivor, restored
for the 3rd time in 1997

Bibliography and photo references: Austin Seven Source Book; A7CA web site;
Original Austin Seven; R T Nicholson’s ‘The Austin Seven’; R J Wyatt’s The Austin
Seven; 750MC Austin Seven Companion; Pitman’s Motorist’s Library; VSCC eligibility
notes and my very grateful thanks especially go to Phil Baildon and Dave Martin
for bravely checking the information and without whom this booklet would never
have been published. Also grateful thanks to Graham Beckett, Jim Blacklock, Chris
Chubb, David Cochrane, Steve Hodgson, Peter Hornby, David Mawby, Paul
Mitchell, Robin Oldfield, Dave Orange, Peter Relph, John Roberts and David
Southcott for supplying much needed information and photographs.
My sincere apologies in advance if I have missed anyone out.
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TOURERS 1924 - 1929
By the Autumn of 1924 and with the market picking up on sales of the Austin Seven,
the Austin Motor Company (AMC) decided that the car, although selling quite well,
could do even better. So in response to making the car appeal to a wider public the
Seven became in urgent need of an upgrade. Safety was also becoming an issue....

C
A
The ‘A’ was only manufactured from 1st November 1922 until mid November 1922. Only
100 cars were built. They had a 696cc engine. Only 2 survivors are known about, car OK
6995 is the oldest known production car still in existence and was registered on 1st March
1923 with chassis number 71 and engine number 72. As well as no running boards the car
has no starter motor, choke, shock absorbers, or speedometer.
Car numbers: A1-1 to A1-100
B Tourer c.Nov to June 1924; now with
747cc engine; aluminium bodied; ash
frame; 4 gallon petrol tank in scooped
scuttle; no fan until A1-2146 (November
1923); 41/2” detachable starting handle
until January 1924; three-speed gearbox;
swing door locks; running boards; early
cars had no speedometer fitted. About
2,500 cars made in 1923.
Car Numbers: A-101 to A1- 4455, 4457 to
4511, 4513 to 4530, 4532 to 4570 and 4572
to 4605 plus 4612, 4616, 4617, 4619, 4620
and 4770.

B
2

D/AD

C Tourer c. June 1924 - early 1926. The
first car to have many major upgrades
from the prototype; flatter sides to the
scuttle with bonnet modified accordingly;
wider, sloping doors for easier access;
raised hood allowed more headroom in
rear seats; 21/2” longer body; electric
starter (from January 1924); open centre
wheels for 6 inch brakes. From October
1925 the now hinged seat frames allowed
easier access to rear seats; shock absorbers
were now standard; tyres as prototype
26”x 3”but 31/2” from Feb 1925; a
speedometer was now fitted as standard;
flanges to exclude mud added to backplates incorporated onto back plates.

D/AD Tourer From early 1926 to September 1929
the AD tourer went through many upgrades
without changing its letters. The tourer now
came with 2” extra width (3’ 6”) and length (9’
2”) and knee room. Initially 6” brakes then
closed centre wheels for 7 inch brakes (from
September 1927); black radiator shell (nickel
from August 1928); curved lower edge to
windscreen; external door handles with spring
catches so doors could be opened when
sidescreens were in position (from 1928
doorhandles pointed vertically); wing
headlights from Sept 1926 reverting to scuttle
Jan 1927 after legal challenge by Hampshire
police was over-ruled; from 1927 reverting back
to wings; speedometer drive from top of
gearbox (November 1927).

Car Numbers: A1- 4456, 4512, 4531, 4571,
4606 to 4611, 4613 to 4615, 4618, 4621 to
4769, A1- 4771 to A2-5515, A2-5517 to
6303, 6305 to 7073 (Cars A2-5516 and A26304 - body type unknown)

Car numbers: D also AD (West works symbol
‘7AD’) early 1926 - Sept 1929. Cars A2-7074 to
7091, 7093 to 7109, A2-7111 to A9-9264
(Ch.96597) Sept 1929. (Cars A2-7092 and A27110 - body type unknown)
3
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TOURERS 1929-1932

TOURERS (TWO-SEATERS) 1929-1932
In 1929 Austin added two seaters to their range - until 1932 they sported a boat-tail.

P/PA/PB/PC/PF/PL

AE

P, PA, PB, PC two-seaters 1929 to Sept 1932
‘P’ a car sporting a distinctive ‘boat tail’ rear
end which shares many features of the
coupé; standard floor pan but seats mounted
on frames just 1” high rather than level with
the transmission tunnel; raked steering
column with a curved cutout in the
dashboard allowing easier access to the gear
change lever; doors extend over wheelarch;
top of tail hinged to allow for access to

horizontal spare wheel. ‘PA’ - restyled front
end with taller radiator; long scuttle. ‘PB’
271/2” bonnet; short scuttle. ‘PC’ from mid
1
1931; 25 /2” bonnet with louvres ; lower
screen; modified dashboard; heavier looking
wings. A beautiful car marketed by AMC
partly in response to the Morris Minor which
had a rounded back. January 1931 saw the
introduction of the PF fabric on metal
8”scuttle and the PL fabric body, 8”scuttle.

AE Tourer Sept 1929 to mid 1930; coil ignition;
diecast 22FZB Zenith carburettor (Jan 1929); 2”
longer and 21/2” wider body; speedometer
closer to centre of dashboard; ventilators,
chrome radiator cowls; wings of curved type
with mounted headlights; safety glass
windscreen as standard (October 1929) ;
heavier crankshaft; ballchange gear lever.

AF
AF Tourer September 1930 to early 1931 steel body; 5 gallon tank; 6” scuttle; 271/2”
bonnet as fitted to the Type RL saloon;
two level petrol tap; Lucas type DEL dynamo
changed in mid 1931to Lucas C35 A.
Milk Delivery car had similar specification.

(TWO-SEATERS) 1932-1938

PD

APD

PD two-seater Oct 1932 to 1934 same spec
as the boat tail PA-PC (but without the
‘tail’); LWB; rear petrol tank; luggage
space accessible behind tilting front seats;
fully folding hood as standard; 4-speed
gearbox; sidedraught 26VA carburettor;
briefly the first £100 car in Austin’s history.
Several contracts for Military variants.

APD two-seater July 1934 to August 1935
the only tourer left with the chrome
radiator. Only small upgrades from PD but
now called the ‘Opal’; high frame chassis
until August 1935 when it acquired the
prefix APE; instrument panel light; moulded
rubber floor mats; leather cloth upholstery.
Owing to the success of the PD it too was
also produced as a Military vehicle.

4

APE
AG

APE two-seater July 1935 to 1938 - now
with front identical to the Ruby saloon
and in 1936 named the ‘two-seater’;
‘square’ rear body had good storage;
exposed spare wheel; low frame. At first
trafficators were fitted to the scuttle but
midway through the production run they
were fitted to the body behind the doors.

AG Tourer January 1931 to mid 1932 short chassis; last of the small doored tourers; now with pressed steel body; bonnet
and radiator surround as RN saloon; petrol
tap with reserve on scuttle tank; rear body
with two vertical seams; 8”scuttle; 251/2”
bonnet .
5
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TOURERS (FOUR-SEATERS) 1932-1939

AH Front tank

SALOONS 1926-1930

R
AAK Open Road 4-seater August 1934 to
August 1936; steel construction over ash
frame; square doors; high frame; Ruby
style radiator cowl and ventilators; vertical
scuttle; exposed spare wheel on back
panel.

AH Rear tank

RK

R Saloon 1926 - 28. This was the first
saloon, nicknamed ‘Top Hat’, produced
solely by Austin. Aluminium panelled;
headlamps on scuttle; sliding windows; split
windscreen; early models had 6” brakes, no
wiper, conventional hinged down the
middle type bonnet from September 1926;
rectangular doors; later models had fronthinged doors.

RK Saloon September 1928 - c.mid 1930
Aluminium body; wider, cutaway doors
(now hinged on front pillar) overhanging
rear wheels; larger side windows; wing
mounted headlamps; glove boxes at either
end of dashboard; now coil ignition;
nickel radiator superceded by chrome
c. May 1929.

Outwardly the early and updated AH’s look similar

FABRIC SALOONS 1926-1930

AH 4-seater Tourer mid 1932 - mid 1934.
LWB; fundamentally an open top RN
saloon, with many similar characteristics,
including (initially) pronounced body
seams at rear; steel body; 5 gallon
scuttle mounted tank; vertical door
handles.
However, from September 1932 - the car
underwent a fundamental facelift to
bring it into line with the RP, which led
to, for many years, the AH being
mistakenly called the AJ. The AH now
has a 5 gallon fuel tank at the rear of
the car and hidden rear body seams;
the dashboard has a separate panel
with oval pressing housing instruments;
AC petrol pump on crankcase.

RG/RH

RF
AAL
AAL Open Road Tourer August 1936 January 1939; identical body to Ruby
saloon but with roof cut off; low frame;
spare wheel now covered; integral
luggage rack; wIndscreen hinged on top
rail. Later models had trafficators behind
the doors as the later APE.

Only 16 early versions of the AH are on
the Register compared to over 160 rear
tank versions.
6

RG ‘Fabric’ Saloon May 1930 - early 1931;
based on the RL saloon; pneumatic seat
cushions; smokers vent as optional extra in
the roof; chrome radiator; 6” scuttle. 1st car
Body No: B1 4791, Ch. 111918. RH Jan 1931 to
mid 1931; fabric body copying the RM saloon
with 8” scuttle; 251/2” bonnet. Approx 700
built. 1st car Body No: B3 1375, Ch. 128300.
There are two (RH) recorded survivors.

RF Saloon Fabric body 1926 to c.June 1930
originally based on the Type R Saloon; first
of the fabric bodied cars; at least three
different body shapes; magneto ignition
until Sept 1928; body covered in canvas,
padding and Rexine over an ash and
plywood framework; no scuttle ventilation;
scuttle headlamps; Lucas SM3 switchpanel,
SM5 with warning light from 1928.
7
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SALOONS 1930-1934

RM

RL

RM Saloon January 1931 - steel body; few
1
changes from the RL; 8 inch scuttle; 25 /2”
bonnet altered fuel tank; from Oct 1931
Lucas Graves twin filament headlamps and
RN type front wings; last of the short 6ft
3” wheelbase saloons.

RL Saloon steel body May 1930 - February
1931; steel body; taller chrome radiator
and bonnet; higher 6 inch scuttle and
straight bottomed windscreen; body
waistrail; coupled brakes; sunshine roof
optional; door handles now operated by
pull cords. May to October 1930 no bonnet
1
louvres; 6” scuttle; 27 /2” bonnet. First car
B1 4793, Ch. 111920 built 27th May 1930.

First car B3 846, chassis 127771 built 15th
January 1931 to c. February 1932.

RN

SALOONS AND CABRIOLETS 1934-1939

ARQ

ARR

ARQ Saloon Aug 1934 to Aug 1936 ‘Ruby’;
completely restyled car with enclosed
radiator; low frame chassis; tool box under
bonnet; steel construction over ash frame;
enclosed spare wheel; 17”x 4.00 wheels
with ‘Staybright’ centres (black on standard
models); standard sunshine roof; luggage
carrier; Pytchley sliding roof as standard;
curved valance under front bumper; foot
operated dip switch; needle-type universal
joint at front (July 1934) and at rear (March
1935); waistline continues in a line beneath
rear window; hinged rear windows.

ARR Saloon August 1936 to January 1939
New Ruby now with three bearing
crankshaft; low frame strengthened chassis
and front pillars; greater slope to
windscreen; Girling brakes; Silent-Bloc
torque anchor; hourglass steering (from
December 1936) waistline at rear now
widens, slopes down and stops beneath
rear windows; rear quarter windows partly
wind down. Cheaper, fixed head version
had no bumpers and a detachable starting
handle.

RP
RP Saloon October 1932 to mid 1934 - no
external body seams at rear so body 1”
narrower than the RN; 5 gallon rear-mounted
fuel tank; fuel pump; side-draught carb; hand
controls now with bakelite cover; new look
offset instrument panel; Hardy Spicer
universal joints; direction indicators in 1934;
1
wider 1 /4” x 7” brake drums; carpet on lower
door trim; 4-speed gearbox with syncro gears
on third and top, on 2nd from July 1934;
spare wheel mounted on more upright rear
panel. Waistrail swept up windscreen pillars.

RN Saloon - October 1931 to October 1932 first of the LWB saloons; wider and longer
body (wheelbase now 6ft 9”) with 2 vertical
rear seams; 3-speed non-syncromesh gearbox;
wheel arch no longer encroaches on doors;
footwells for rear passenger comfort; sliding
roof fitted unless standard model with fixed
head ordered (from April 1932). Confusingly,
for about a month a few of the last of the
RN’s had 4-speed gearboxes and rear petrol
tanks. (If in doubt, check the floorpan).
8

AC

ACA

AC Cabriolet 1934-36 ‘Pearl’; identical
body to the Ruby; low frame; open top
three position fold down hood; exposed
hood irons; three cant rails to support the
hood changed to two after first 200 made;
latter Pearls continued until Jan 1937 with
old style body but on newer 1936 ARR
chassis. AC numbers same as chassis.

ACA Pearl Cabriolet 1936; low frame;
same specification as the ARR Ruby but
now with fewer colour combinations;
strengthened body; free of cross bars in
space between cant bars. New body
numbers continue to be the same as the
chassis numbers.

9
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SALOONS 1937-1939

VANS 1923-1932
Before 1930, vans were made by Thomas Startin and Gordon England not AMC, so do not have
Factory Designated Initials and are included here for reference only.

CRW

CRV
CRV Big Seven ‘Sixlite’ July 1937- this
advanced Big Seven was the larger, four
door version of the Ruby; same basic
chassis and running gear as the Ruby but
with modifications to allow for extra
weight and engine output; 900cc threebearing 25HP engine; 6 gallon fuel tank;
dashboard similar to the Austin Ten with
two large instruments. July 1938 update
included running boards

CRW Big Seven ‘Forlite’ March 1938 to
January 39; cheaper two-door steel bodied
version of the ‘Sixlite’ no running boards
until July 1938; wider doors to allow for
easier access to rear seats. Dashboard has
Ruby instrument panel; oil pressure gauge
now reads up to 40lbs/sq inch. Both the
Sixlite and Forlite were exported to the
Empire; Australia imported chassis for open
4-seater Tourers and 2-seater Roadsters.

COUPÉ 1928-1931

D & AD based

B & C based
Built on the B saloon chassis; 1923 to 1924;
all van bodies were made by Startin;
aluminium bodied over ash frame; based
on the production chassis; roll up
sidescreens were later addition; single
partition with rectangular window; single
bench seat; no door handles; oval windows
to rear; scuttle mounted headlamps.

Built on the D/AD saloon chassis; 19261929; now oval window in partition;
external door handles; four piece bonnet
(from Oct 1926); driver’s doors now sloping
to rear; wing mounted headlamps on later
vans.
In 1928 Startin made 326 vans
and Gordon England made 101.

MILITARY 1932-1939

WO

B/BA
B Coupé October 1928 - 1931; two
adult, two child coupé; long scuttle; low
roof line, lower body than RK saloon;
constructed from sheet aluminium with
fabric covered body above the
waistline; folding rack at rear; sliding
windows; roof mounted interior light;
anti-glare visor; SM5 switch panel.
BA - up to 1931, short scuttle.

Military Wireless Car 1932-39 built on
the standard 1932 chassis; based on the
PD later designated the APD but with
square, wider scuttle to accommodate a
bulky radio set; fixed rearward sloping
windscreen; short doors with high sill for
body strength. Early cars had three-speed
gearbox changing to four-speed and
Ruby style dashboard from 1934. (APE).
10

VD/VE

VB/MDC

VD van - SWB 1930; the first fully Austinbodied van. Based on the AE tourer with
stronger road springs; wider doors; scuttle
ventilator. VE 1931 - carrying capacity
increased to 46 cu ft; rectangular windows
on plain rear doors; spare wheel situated
vertically behind passenger seat; vacuum
operated windscreen wiper; scuttle
ventilator. Production dates are approx. as
vans often used parts left over when
changes were made to tourers and saloons.

Milk Delivery Car - built from September
1930 to 1931; based on the AF tourer;
originally had prefix VB; first 24 had long
scuttles then at least 100 (MDC) had short
scuttles; reinforced wheel arches, rear and
passenger floors; removable passenger
seat; 2-way folding rear hood revealed a
third door. At least 124 produced (probably
more as our body MDC 140 photo shows).
Weight: Without churns - 9cwt 1qtr
With churns - 10cwt.
11
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VANS 1932-1939

AVG

AVH

AVG Van c. November 1931 to 1932 - An
upgrade from the VD/VE van, the AVG van
was based on the production RN saloon
(sometimes referred to as an RN van)
owing to the longer chassis. Carrying
capacity has increased to 46 cu ft and loads
in excess of 5 cwt achieved; rectangular
windows on plain rear doors; spare wheel
situated vertically behind passenger seat;
vacuum operated windscreen wiper;

AVH Van September 1932 to 1935 - same
specification as the RP saloon (sometimes
called an RP van); high frame; four-speed
gearbox; passenger seat optional extra;
driver’s seat fully adjustable; lower
compartment beneath rear floor houses
spare wheel, jack and tool kit; louvres
above rear doors; as on previous vehicles
the van part was made of aluminium on
ash frame.

SPORTS

EA

EB
50 mph

EB 2-seater 1933 First known just as 65
Sports touring; aluminium body on steel
floorpan. Also AEB 2-seater 65mph ‘Nippy’
1934-37; pressed steel panels; curved top
edge to boot lid; windscreen wiper and
driving mirror. From 1937 Nippys had threebearing jet lubricated crankshafts but the
Speedy (sports) engine could be fitted as an
extra. These were meant for general public
use as a sports car.

EA 2-seater Super Sports/Sports 1929-32 aluminium body on steel floorpan; there
was a sports dating from 1924 but the EA
was the first to carry initials and was
modelled after the Super Sports of 1928.
The EA in supercharged form became
known in 1931 as the Super Sports or
Ulster.

Inset: Export LHD Nippy winning first prize at Pebble Beach.

AVJ
AVK
AVK Van July 1937 - 1939 Ruby styled with
front body based on ARR; trafficators flush
mounted; fabric roof; floor pan raised to
provide flat carrying area. Now with steel
rather than aluminium body over wooden
frame; full Girling brakes from October
1938.

AVJ Van 1935 - 1937
Girling brakes;
changes from the
AVH were the
three-bearing engine and a redesigned
flatter roofline. The last vans to be made
before the Ruby styles came in;
predominantly made from components left
over from the previous production run.

12

AEK

EK
EK then AEK 75 ‘Speedy’ 1934 (dropped in
1936); Production figures show around 40
were made. Similar to the Nippy but with
drooping, pointed tail and draught
deflecting sills round the forward part of
cockpit sides; distinctive split windscreen;
two bearing crankshaft with pressurelubricated big ends; developed for LeMans.
Capable of 75mph.

Based on the EK Speedy, the 1935
‘Grasshopper’ was developed for the
Austin Works racing team (low frame)
and trialling (high frame); distinctive split
radiator taken from 10hp Sports; new
body more in style of MG and Singers
sports cars; large, rear mounted 10 gallon
slab petrol tank with mountings for two
spare wheels. Only 12 were produced.

13
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ALWAYS QUOTE THIS NUMBER

CAR / CHASSIS/ ENGINE NUMBER (OR PLATES)

CAR NUMBER
The ‘Car No.’ was an Austin Works Ledger number by which the factory or garage
could identify all assembled cars after engines had been fitted, tested and passed.
Some cars had replacement engines before they had even left the factory. One
saloon of 1929, was recorded to have had five engines replaced before it was
allowed to leave.

From 1983 up to now, we have had to bow and scrape to the DVLA to re-license
genuine dormant cars. To help identify and date your vehicle, here are a few guides
to the exact positioning of the various numbers stamped or plated on Austin Sevens
bodies and chassis when they left the factory. If some are difficult or impossible to
find try removing paint as some have simply been painted over.

The "Heritage" records known to survive are for just four sequences of cars:
31st Jan - June 1929 A8 series

Chassis 77535 - 87433

A8 101 - A8 9999

June - Oct 1929 A9 series

Chassis 87434 - 97332

A9 101 - A9-9999

March - Sept 1930 B1 series

Chassis 107228 - 117126

B1 101 - B1 9999

Jan - May 1931 B3 series

Chassis 127026 - 136924

B3 101 - B3 9999

A service plate was
screwed to the
early cars, on the
inside panel by the
passenger door as a
numbered zinc disc,
up to about A44000, April 1927.
Fig 1.

A search for information and the issue of a ‘Heritage Certificate’ for a specific ‘Car
Number’ is available on request from (and cheques to): BMIHT Ltd, Heritage Motor
Centre, Banbury Road, Warks., CV35 0BJ or telephone the Archive Reading Room on
01926 645 076. Order online via www.heritage-motor-centre.co.uk.
The approximate date sequence for all ‘Car Numbers.’ is:A1 - 1922
A2 - May 1925
A3 - May 1926
A4 - February 1927
A5 - August 1927
A6 - April 1928
A7 - September 1928
A8 - February 1929
A9 - June 1929
B - October 1929

B1 - March 1930
B2 - September 1930
B3 - January 1931
B4 - May 1931
B5 - January 1932
B6 - June 1932
B7 - January 1933
B8 - June 1933
B9 - January 1934
C - June 1934

ARQ etc jewel series July
1934 at 249701.
From July 1936 separate
Car and Chassis Nos’ were
dropped - the ‘Chassis
No.’ was the only
reference number from
the introduction of the
New Ruby etc.

CYLINDER HEADS
Casting number ‘XL 845’ used up to 1924 - 18mm plugs

FIG 1

It continued next as
two plates vertically
aligned near the
petrol tap on the
bulkhead Fig 2

Later, the two plates moved to the
inclined lip on the nearside scuttle
underneath the fuel tank. (Photo
shows RP with fuel tank now at rear)
Fig 3.
BEWARE: Sometimes these plates have been
painted over or deliberately transposed to
re-register a fraudulently acquired number or
car, or simply to re-assemble a road-going
vehicle from two or three basic elements.

FIG 3

Fig 4 shows original and reproduction plates and the difference in style of letters and
numbers. Fig 4a plates on a Ruby saloon.

Casting number ‘XL1253’ used up to 1926 - 18mm plugs
Casting number ‘1A 38’ 1926 onwards - 18mm plugs
Casting number ‘9E1’ made from Chromidium was fitted to unsupercharged EA
models or ‘9C 7’ for supercharged EA models EB (65) and EK.
(Ref:VSCC Eligilibity notes)
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FIG 2

FIG 4

FIG 4A
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ALWAYS QUOTE THIS NUMBER

ENGINE NUMBER

CHASSIS NUMBER STAMPED ON CHASSIS
Engine Number
Always prefixed M (for
Motor) except possibly on
marine or stationary
adaptations, these
numbers are easily found
stamped into the
crankcase at the front
nearside on early cars.

At first, the number
was stamped on the
nearside rail,
forward of the
front engine
mounting on the
nearside.
Figs 7 & 8
Then sometime in
FIG 8
the late '20s the
works moved the numbering along the rail to just forward of the rear engine
mounting, adding the Engine Number. Figs 9 & 10.

FIG 7

Figs 5 and 5A

FIG 5

FIG 5A
Later, from around April 1928, the
numbers were duplicated on the top
of the crankcase near the rear offside
oil pipe union (Figs 6 and 6A).

Later cars

(Blank replacement if ex. works.)

FIG 9

Moved early 1930s

FIG 10

FIG 6

In the early 30’s only the Chassis number was marked and located behind the rear
engine mounting (this position is normally covered by the side/splash plate). Fig 11

FIG 11

FIG 12

FIG 6A

Finally, from the
middle 1930’s, a
plate was
attached by rivets
to the offside rail
below the starter.
Fig 12.

BODY NUMBER
This is always the most difficult number
to find. In the majority of cases where
the floor pan has rotted and been
replaced the Body number will have
been lost. However it’s always worth a
look.

LIFT THE CARPET TO
REVEAL THE NUMBER

Stencilled chassis numbers
Chassis numbers can also sometimes be found stencilled on the back of the offside
rear cross member (source: Rinsey Mill’s book, ‘Original Austin 7’, p17 and also Brian
Purves’ Source Book, p118). These have often been lost with chassis blasting but
careful scraping away of covering paint may just reveal a hidden gem!

Take away the carpet/rubber matting
immediately in front of the gearbox and
the number should reveal itself stamped
into the transmission tunnel covering
Fig 13. It is sometimes covered by the
handbrake plate

FIG 13
16
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ALWAYS QUOTE THIS NUMBER

BODY NUMBER

REAR AXLE / ELECTRICAL

Some examples of stamped numbers on the
transmission/propshaft tunnel found between
the front seats
Figs 13a, 14, 15 & 15a.

FIG 14

FIG 17

FIG 18
FIG 19

FIG 15

FIG 13A

When first produced, the chassis rear cross
member carried all three numbers, chassis,
engine and body, stamped into the nearside
web, facing rearwards (Fig 16), but this
practice was discontinued around 1926.

FIG 15A
FIG 16

CASTINGS
All castings - cylinder
head, gearbox, crankcase
etc from 1923 were
numbered and had the
prefix XL. At some point
in 1927 this was changed
to 1A and remained so
for the rest of the
manufacturing life of the
Seven. Castings for Sports
cars had prefix 9E.
18

Rear Axle
All axles had their exact date, a foundry number
and a ratio stamped on the outer casing, but rust
may have eroded these.
Figs 17 & I8.
Electrical
Many starters and dynamos are month dated but
of course are likely to be exchange units.
One item that rarely failed was the cut-out/fuse box. Early ones had the bases
stamped, then the smaller upper cover eg 6V ER 10 32 (October 1932). Fig 19 shows
the base of an original coil.
Various Cylinder heads and blocks sometimes had raised dates cast at the foundry,
and on early engines all moving components, i.e. crank, rods, flywheel, block etc.
were given the crankcase number. Some old pistons and gearboxes were also
numbered or dated but of course all these various components are not necessarily
original to the car. The prefix CH A1 appears to have been added to bare chassis for a
few coach built models in the 20’s.
CH A1-4189 on a 1927 Van; CH A1-6664 and 9273 are on 1927 Mulliners (A7CA
Register) – This seems to have been a bright idea by someone for chassis supplied to
specific Coachbuilders, the idea was soon dropped.
Finally, never assume the log book was correctly or completely filled out by the LVLO
Council clerk; or that the sequence of production matched the Registration Number
sequence. Cars could sit unsold – and thus unregistered – in showrooms for months.
19
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